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Employee Experience is key,

but how do I approach it ?

We look at some practical examples:

- employee journey mapping

- personas and continuous user testing



Employee Experience is considered key from an HR strategy perspective

Most organizations experience problems providing employees with the same user experience quality, they have come 
to expect from technology in their everyday lives

Employees
Why is this so hard 
at work?

Support Organization
We are stuck using 
manual and siloed 
processes

Josh Bersin

HR & IT Industry Analyst

HR Technology Market, 2019

“I’ve talked with multiple CHROs who have 

spent many millions of dollars on replacement 

core HCM systems, only to find out that the 

employee experience fell short and required

a new layer of software on top.”
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Most ambitions HR transformation projects, and leading HR technology 
providers, have increased Employee Experience as an explicit objective
A good indication is that organizations increasingly add employee experience platforms, such as ServiceNow, to their 
HRIT landscape, to be able to sufficiently enable the business

The Evolution of Talent Systems
“From Talent Management to Talent Experience”; Josh Bersin, 2019
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Employee Experience focus is integrated throughout the project model
Typical agile implementation approach for cloud-based HCM-solutions

› Identification of participants

› Agree overall timeline and 
schedule key interviews & 
workshops

› Confirm scope

› Confirm business value

› Define design principles

› Define overall vision

› Collect relevant strategies, 
architecture, security, change 
and communication approach

› Product familiarization

› Project kick-off

› Review of standard solution

› Mapping of as-is and key 
requirements, including:
›processes (pains and “unique” 
requirements)
›it-architecture 
›operating model

› High level design of future 
operating model and service 
delivery model

› Prioritized roadmap

› Business case validation

› Design:
›UX / Journey Mapping
›Processes
›Integrations

› Agile approach with sprints

› Integrated end-user validation

› Configure and test:
›Solution
›Security
›Integrations
›Data

› Prepare solution and data for go-
live

› Business Transition to new roles

› Solution Go-live

› Hypercare support following go-
live

› Ongoing support, enhancements 
and uptake of new features to 
continuously match business 
requirements

Project Startup Analyze & Prioritize

1 week 1  weeks 4  weeks ongoing

Design, Develop & Test Transition & Hypercare Support & Enhance 
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Project plan

Scope and benefit 
case

Design principles

Validated benefit case

Prioritized roadmap

To-be operating model

Prototype 0

Solution 
Documentation

Test

Prototype 1

Handover documentation

Handover solution

Test, Training, Pre & Prod

Updated roadmap

Test, Pre & Prod

Meeting at each phase change, in order to accept the change of phase 

› Change strategy and 
framework

› Stakeholder management

› Readiness Framework

› High level Impact Assessment

› Change & Training Strategy

› Detailed Impact Assessment

› Training Needs Assessment

› Curriculum Design

› Training and Org. Change

› Monitor Adoption

› Readiness Assessment

› Updated curriculum and training

› Monitor Adoption

› Benefit Realization

Sprint 1

Sprint 2

Sprint 3

› Project Management

› Vision › Stakeholders & Personas › Employee Journey
› User testing

› Prepare ambassadors › Surveys and communities
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Stakeholders & Personas

Simple personas help document detailed requirements, and allows you to efficiently and consistently ensure design 
considers diverse requirements
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Name
Role
Age
Location
Languages
Other

Profile summary

Key professional requirements Digital competencies Interaction preferences

Specific HR process requirements Known issues and ”delights”

Photo



Does your solution have a personality ?

A well-defined system-persona is critical for a continual and trustworthy user experience. This applies across the 
solution, including communication style on portal and in notifications, and also key for interaction design.

ServiceNow design of AI persona
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW8ZAu8xubA
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When designing a chatbot-persona, consider:

- The persona is a design-tool to help writing dialogue 
and conversations.

- What will this persona answer, in this situation?

- Be aware about the user’s expectations for the 
chatbot, consider the chatbots area of expertise.

- The personas job is not to trick the users into 
believing that they are talking to a live agent.



Employee Journey Mapping

Employee Journey mapping typically start with a few prioritized ”end to end” processes. The optimal areas are 
processes that are ”moments that matter” for the employees and important for the business.
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Mapping the onboarding journey

An example of a high-level journey map, as the starting point for a workshop

Heightened emotions Consumer-like engagement 
from HR

Powerful introduction 
to the company culture 
and organization

Feeling of elevation, insight, 
pride, connection, and 
making the right choice

Continued productivity
and contributing

Employee experience enhanced by ServiceNow
Targeted messaging  •  Omni-channel support •  Easy self-service •  Human-centered design 

Job offer Pre-boarding Orientation Acclimation @Home
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Continuous user testing allows efficient agile design and development, and
helps ensure solution meets the requirements of “the real” users

- Perform validation test with “real” end users – even a small sample typically helps identify valuable opportunities

- Choose users to represent relevant variety in the end user population

- A good simple approach is the “thinking aloud”-testing-approach based on scenarios (this should be planned and 
managed by experienced user experience resources).

- Each scenarios will be a description of a situation – e.g. “I wish to reserve vacation from August 4-12”. During the 
test, scenarios are presented to the testers, and the testers explain their thoughts and actions as they move through 
the scenarios

- Allow the test users themselves to find out, how to interact with the chatbot – this would allow you to find out, how 
they prefer to interact with the chatbot, instead of how chatbot expects the users to interact with it

- Allocate enough time to the validation test – include introduction and discussion after “testing”

- Use an agile, iterative approach where insights from validation testing is continuously implemented (day-by-day)
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Key take-aways

With a few pragmatic tools and methods, you can ensure employee experience is efficiently integrated throughout your 
implementation

Do:

- Integrate design thinking and employee experience 
throughout the project life-cycle and implementation 
methodology

- Start with a clear vision and employee journey mapping 
for key areas

- Structure design and validation around personas

- Continuously test your design and solution with real 
users

Do NOT:

- Add user-testing as an afterthought; instead integrate 
this in your method from beginning

- Expect to be able to do meaningful and efficient design, 
without qualified resources; instead include specialists to 
support the team of technical and business profiles

- Conduct extensive design without understanding ”good 
practice” and standard features of chosen technology; 
instead do early familiarization and “inspiration”-sessions
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Questions & Comments

Please share any questions or comments in the chat
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Next steps

Please get in touch for inspiration and practical advise !

Upcoming Devo-talk session on design thinking
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Ulrik Christensen

HCM Technology Lead

ulrik.christensen@devoteam.com


